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Reference linking
Reference linking is the practice of creating links from 
references to where the content can be found online. 
Users can move seamlessly from resource to resource by 
clicking on a link within a citation, at which point they are 
given more information about the resource and (in most 
cases) are directed to the full text of the item. Linking is 
convenient for the reader, and serves the secondary purpose 
of providing more information about the item. 

The practice of reference linking has been growing over 
the past decade, beginning with linking between journal 
articles. Increasingly reference links are being included 
within books and in other types of documents as well. 
There is also increasingly support for linking research 
articles to datasets.

Reference links fall into a few general categories:
•	 publisher	 linking used by many publishers or journal 

platforms to link directly within their own journal or 
collection of titles (example: Elsevier’s ScienceDirect);

•	 aggregator	 linking	 used by	 database vendors, for 
instance (example: Ebsco Academic Search Premier, 
or Cambridge Scientific Abstracts – CSA);

•	 linking through library link resolvers;
•	 cross-platform	 linking: established by publishers 

through reciprocal agreements or participation in 
CrossRef.

Reference linking only works if the links lead somewhere 
useful; it is important to ensure that the links are persistent. 
Link rot is a problem throughout the internet, and even 
though scholarly publications may be slightly less immune, 
there is still evidence that ’non-working’ links are a 
problem. In a book published in 2010, the authors studied 
online footnotes used between 2000 and 2003 in nine 
journals for communication studies. Although the rate of 
’footnote flight’ varied, the authors estimated the collective 
half-life rate to be 3.95 years, as only 1,083 (47%) of the 
2,305 citations worked when checked in late 2006.1

DOIs 
Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) are alphanumeric strings 
assigned to digital objects. Each DOI is unique and, once 
assigned to an item, remains a constant locator, which does 
not change even as the object moves from URL to URL. 
A DOI link consists of two parts: the DOI directory URL 
(http://dx.doi.org/), and the DOI itself. When combined 
with ‘dx.doi.org’, the DOI is made into a link. When you 
click on a DOI link you are directed to the URL registered 
for the DOI. URLs in the DOI directory are updated by 
the publisher when an item changes location, ensuring 
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persistence. The DOI System and directory are overseen 
by the International DOI Foundation (www.doi.org/). DOI 
resolution is based on the Handle system (http://www.
handle.net/), which is managed by the Corporation for 
National Research Initiatives (CNRI).

DOIs are assigned to a range of content, but have been 
most readily embraced by the world of scholarly publishing, 
and researchers needing to create persistent links to their 
resources. 

CrossRef
CrossRef is a membership organization composed 
primarily of scholarly publishers. Members include 
academic societies, university presses, commercial 
publishers, open access publishers, and repositories. 
Libraries, vendors and other third parties are members 
as well, but participate at a different level. CrossRef is the 
official DOI link registration agency for scholarly and 
professional publications.

CrossRef is very much a collaborative effort. Publisher 
members commit to depositing and maintaining DOIs for 
all online journal content, but members also commit to 
querying the CrossRef system to harvest DOIs deposited by 
other members. The retrieved DOI links are then included 
in their reference lists published online. This practice, 
known as reference linking, is an integral part of CrossRef 
as an organization. 

CrossRef has been established as a DOI Registration 
Agency for many years and CrossRef DOIs are primarily 
assigned to scholarly content. Other registration agencies 
provide linking services to different types of content, with 
some registries managing specific languages. For example, 
the China National Knowledge Infrastructure  (CNKI) 
is the DOI Registration Agency for Chinese language 
content, which is not accepted in CrossRef. Any English 
language content will still come to CrossRef. However, an 
agreement has recently been made, whereby CNKI will 
become a sponsoring entity (a CrossRef agent) in China 
to help publishers register their English-language scholarly 
articles (and other content) with CrossRef.

In other areas specific agencies manage specific 
content. DataCite (http://datacite.org/), for example, is a 
Registration Agency for datasets which are increasingly 
being cited within the literature. Both CrossRef and 
DataCite collaborate with CrossCite (http://www.crosscite.
org/cn/), a service that supports DOI content negotiation, 
a method of representing different versions of a resource.
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DOIs from an end-user perspective
From an end user perspective, DOIs are used primarily in 
citations, both in print and online. As of the 6th edition, 
the Publication	 Manual	 of	 the	 American	 Psychological	
Association2 recommends that authors include DOIs in 
citations of both print and online resources, allowing 
researchers to easily locate a cited item by clicking on, or 
in the case of print, typing in, simple DOI links. DOIs for 
journal articles, books, and conference proceedings have 
become the standard persistent identifier for most scholarly 
publishing disciplines. 

In addition to creating durable links, DOIs reliably 
identify content. If you follow a CrossRef DOI to an article, 
you can be assured that the page you are viewing is the 
publisher-maintained version of the article (rather than, 
for example, an earlier unedited version). CrossRef DOIs 
are primarily assigned to individual articles, but publishers 
often opt to assign DOIs on a broader level, using them 
to link to title and issue level pages, as well as tables of 
contents. 

CrossRef members deposit DOIs by submitting XML-
containing citation metadata and DOIs to the CrossRef 
system. CrossRef stores the metadata in a lookup service, 
and registers the DOI and URL in the central DOI 
directory. As a result, citation metadata is associated 
with all CrossRef DOIs, making them retrievable via the 
CrossRef lookup services. This allows CrossRef DOIs to 
be widely distributed, and supports collaborative reference 
linking between CrossRef members. 

Reference linking services
The use and registration of DOIs also allows other 
integrated services to help researchers and publishers. 
For example, CrossRef members may also participate 
in ‘cited-by’ linking, a service that allows publishers to 
display citations from other publications that cite their 
content. This provides an easy way to ‘forward-link’ from 
one article to another/others, which subsequently cite(s) 
it. The cited-by linking network only accesses the data of 
participating members, but the number of participants is 
growing constantly. 

Another service is CrossCheck, in which members 
can check for plagiarism using the database retained by 
CrossRef (see Chapter 5.5 on plagiarism).

Summary
Although publishers may think that they are unlikely to 
move their content from one website to another, it is an 
all-too-common problem. For example, when a website 
is redesigned the internal links may change and the URLs 
may alter sufficiently leading to broken links. The use of 
DOIs or other permanent links can avoid this problem and 
ensure that research paths travelling the body of literature 
are not impeded.
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